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The intent of this document is to provide a "feel"
for what it is like to use TSI's AXN system.
Emphasis in the samples used is on form, not
content.  No attempt has been made to make the
results of one sample consistent with another.
The actual appearance of the web pages and
printed output will depend upon the browser
software and hardware used to print.

This handbook contains valuable trade secrets.  It
should not be shown or given to third parties.

AXN: Handbook for

Newspaper Users
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1 Here is a diagram of the ordering-confirmation process:

Advertisers
create insertion

order(s)

Newspapers
log on to www.tsi-tsi.com

to view, print, add
comments, mark

exceptions, and confirm
orders

e-mail to notify of
confirmation

AxN
processes and posts

orders on the website

posts comments and
exceptions and

changes the status of
confirmed orders

e-mail to
notify of
posting

transmit

to AXN

Orders are ready for viewing
within minutes of transmission
– even if they were sent to
scores of newspapers.
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Advertisers
create change or

cancellation order(s)

Newspapers
log on to www.tsi-tsi.com

to view, print, add
comments, mark

exceptions, and confirm
changed orders again

AxN
analyzes, finds the

affected ad(s), posts
changes, and flags
changed orders on

the website

e-mail to
notify of
posting

transmit

to AXN

posts comments and
exceptions and

changes the status of
confirmed orders

AXN searches through all

orders looking for ones
that should have been
confirmed but have not

yet been confirmed.

e-mail to notify of
confirmation

And at night ...3

2 The process of handling changes is similar:

e-mail if any
unconfirmed
orders found

e-mail if any
unconfirmed
orders found
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Notification of Orders
Every time that an order or a change of

an order is received by AXN, an e-mail is
automatically sent to each affected
publication.

At right is a depiction of an e-mail that

you might receive from AXN when it has
finished  processing an order from one
of your advertisers.  The sample  uses
Microsoft Outlook as the e-mail client.

If you are connected to the Internet, you
can probably look at the order
immediately just by clicking on the link:
http:\\www.tsi-tsi.com.

The link will bring you to the home page for TSI's
website.  It is shown on the next page.
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TSI's Website
TSI's home page has links to web pages
with lots of information.  The section
that concerns insertion orders for
newspapers is the "Publication Area" in

the AXN Registered Users section.  Just
click anywhere in  the BIG BLUE BOX.

Hint: Make sure that your browser is NOT caching the
pages.  If it is, you may not see the most current version
of every page.
Internet Explorer: Click on Tools, Internet Options.
Click on the General Tab.  Click on Settings.  Select
"Every visit to the page."
Netscape: Click on Edit, Preferences.  Then open
Advanced and click on Cache.  Select "Every time."

The website works best
with Microsoft Internet
Explorer release 4 or
higher.  Netscape
versions that are
release 4 or higher also
support nearly all of
the site's features.
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You will be asked to enter your user ID
and password to gain access to this part
of the website.  This is a very important
step.  The orders for your paper are
linked to your user ID.  People logging
on with other ID's will not be able to view
your orders.

Security

TSI will provide you with the user ID and password.
Unless a large number of your advertisers are using

AXN, it is unlikely that you will need more than one.

Be sure to change your password on a regular basis.
When someone who has been accessing the website
leaves the company, it is very important that the
password be changed.
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The buttons beneath the list of orders control the
action.  Each is explained on the next page.

AXN automatically keeps track of the
status of the order: unopened, opened,
confirmed, changed, or cancelled.

List of Orders

Once you have logged in, the list of
recent orders for your publication will
automatically be displayed.  They should
correspond with the orders that you
currently receive on paper from the
advertisers, with one very important
exception: changes will automatically be
applied to orders.  A program running at
TSI does the hard work for you  –  it finds
the appropriate order and applies the
changes to it.
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The "Open Order" button works in conjunction

with the "Open?" column.  You can select the

order that you want to work on by clicking on the

radio button on that line and then clicking on the

"Open Order" button or by just double-clicking

on the radio button.  See pp. 9-13.

The "Customer Codes" button can be used to tell

AXN the code that you use for each customer.

See p. 14.

The "Change Password" screen is described on

p.15.

The "Preferences" button lets you set the

appearance of the list of orders-- which columns

appear and the sequence in which orders are

listed.  You can also show only specific advertisers

or eliminate confirmed orders.  See p. 16 for

details.

The "Default Contacts" button allows you to

maintain AXN's list of names, phone numbers,
and e-mail addresses for your paper.  See p. 17.

The "Individual Contacts" button allows you to
assign contacts to advertisers.  See p. 18.

The "Open All to Print" button opens all unopened
orders to facilitate printing.  This is especially
useful if the advertiser sends many orders at
once.

The "Calendar" button allows you to print a
calendar.  See p. 19.

The button with a house is a link to the home
page of TSI's website.

The button with a question mark is a link to the
on-line help.
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You can view the bottom of the web page by pressing
the Page Down key or by clicking on the slide bar.  The
bottom part of the screen is shown on the next page,
along with a description of the functions served by the
other buttons.

The detail of the order is displayed when
you click on the "Open Order" button.
You can print the order by clicking on the
Print button in your browser.  A sample
printout is shown on p. 11.

If the order has not yet been confirmed,
the cursor is automatically placed at the
"Confirmed by" field.  You can confirm
the order by just filling in your name and
clicking on the "Confirm" button.  An e-
mail will  then immediately be fired off
to the advertiser to inform them that the
order has been confirmed.

Ads on the Order
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The "Order List" button returns you to
the list of orders.

The "Contact Info" button shows you
names, phone numbers, and e-mail
addresses of people at the advertiser.

The "Separate
Pages" button
produces a web
page which allows
you to print a
separate cover
sheet for each
active ad on the
order.

If you would like to
add  some comments
to the order, plenty of
space is provided.
Just click on the
"Record Comments"
button when you are
finished.

You can flag items
as exceptions to the
confirmation by
clicking on the "Mark
Exceptions" button.
See p. 13.

The difference between the regular
order and the "Printer Friendly" version
can be appreciated by comparing p. 21
with p. 22.

The "Res #'s and Positions"
button allows you to assign
reservation numbers to the
orders.  You can also enter
the actual positions.  See p.
12.

Download the order to an
Excel spreadsheet by clicking
on the "Spreadsheet" button
(premium feature).
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Tips for Printing:
Use File, Page Setup to set the printing
to landscape mode with left and right
margins of .25".
Click on the screen.  Then click on the
Print button.  Make sure the radio button
for "Only the selected frame" is selected.

This is a sample of a printout created
by clicking on the Print button in the
browser after the order was opened
but before it was confirmed.
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Reservation Numbers
and Actual Positions

If the advertiser requires that you provide
them with reservation numbers or actual
positions, you can just key them in on
this web page and click on the "Update"
button when you are finished.  An e-mail
is immediately sent to the coordinator at
the advertiser.  He/she will be able to
open the order and see them.

You can reach this page by clicking on
the "Res#'s and Positions" button on the
open order web page.
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You can reach the page displayed at
right by clicking on the button labeled
"Mark Exceptions"  on the open order
web page.

The purpose of this page is to let you
notify the advertiser that specific items
on the order are questionable.  As you
mark the item by clicking in the
appropriate checkbox in the "Exception?"
column, you can explain what is in
question – the position, the rate, or
perhaps the ad's relationship to other
ads.  An e-mail will be sent to notify the
coordinator that you have done so.

Exceptions

NOTE: The advertiser can see a list of
all ads that are either unconfirmed or
marked as exceptions by clicking on
a single button.
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This web page allows you to provide the
number used at your publication for a
specified advertiser.

You can reach the page displayed at left
by clicking on the "Customer Codes"
button on the order list web page.

Customer Codes

NOTE: The customer number appears
at the top of printed insertion orders.
It also appears on the Excel file that
you can download (premium feature).
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After you change the password, you will be asked to log in again with the new password.  After that
the list of orders will be displayed again.

You should change your password on a
regular basis.  It is very important to
change it whenever turnover in the part
of  staff that uses the website occurs.

This web page can be reached by
clicking on the "Change Password" button
on the order list web page.

The new password must contain between
five and ten characters.  The first
character must be a letter.  The rest can
be either letters or numbers.

Password
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Preferences
This web page allows you to determine what
the list of orders (p. 6) looks like.  You can set
the columns by checking the ones that you
want to appear.  You can determine how the
orders are sequenced by selecting up to four
sort fields.  You can even limit which
advertisers are shown and whether to include
orders which have been confirmed.

When an item has been replaced or cancelled,
it is shown in a different color.  The default is
#A0A0A0, which is a light gray.  You can
change this, but if you use a value that is not
legal in HTML, it will show it in black.

You can reach the page displayed at left by
clicking on the "Preferences"  button on the
order list web page.

The bottom screen was reached by pressing
the Page Down key on the first screen.

The "Update" button saves the preferences
for this session.  The "Update User File"
saves them for this and future sessions.  The
"Update Company File" button additionally
sets the defaults for new user ID's.
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Contacts

The  contacts have two purposes.  They
allow the advertiser to see the names,
phone numbers, and addresses of your
employees.  Their primary purpose is

to direct e-mail sent by the AXN system.

You can specify up to three contacts.
More are available as a premium
feature.  For each contact you may
supply up to ten additional e-mail

addresses.  All e-mails sent by AXN to
the contact will also go to these
addresses as cc:'s.

This web page lets you specify names and addresses of your reps.  The coordinator that you specify
as the rep for ads and the one that you specify for inserts are used on new advertisers.  You can
assign these reps to all existing advertisers by clicking on the "Apply to Advertisers" button.

You can reach this web page by clicking on the "Default Contacts"  button on the order list web page.
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The web page depicted on the left
allows you to specify which contacts are
assigned to  each current advertiser.
You must specify one contact for ads and
one for inserts for each advertiser.  The
contact for ads and the contact for
inserts can be the same person.

The designated person – and the people
on the associated cc: list – will be sent
e-mails concerning the orders.

The default values are determined by
the selections on the web page shown
on p. 17.

You can reach this page by clicking on the "Individual Contacts"  button on the order list web page.
If you have only defined one contact, this option is not available.  That contact will be assigned to
all advertisers for both ads and inserts.
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The calendar contains one cell for each
active ad that meets the selection criteria.
The advertiser name, headline, ad
number, size, color, and position are
shown.  If it is not an ROP ad, the ad type
is also shown.

Each advertiser is assigned a background
color so that it is easy to tell which ad is
for which advertiser.  If you click on an

ad, AXN will open the order for you.

The web page at right allows you to
specify the selection criteria for the
calendar (which is displayed below).
You can select a week, a month, or any
other period up to 40 days.

You can reach the page displayed at
right by clicking on the "Calendar"  button
on the order list web page.

Calendar
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Change Management
Probably the most valuable feature of

AXN is its ability to find and process
changes.

This web page displays an order that has
been changed.  The change order
included ads for June 17 only.  The first
ad was unchanged, but the size was

changed on the second ad.  AXN shows
this by "graying out" the original ad and
adding a new line with the changed
fields highlighted.

The default, as above,  is for obsolete (changed or cancelled) lines to be shown in a light gray.  If
you like, you can use a different color.  See p. 16.

The next page shows what the printout of a changed order looks like.

On the page after that is a sample of a printed order after the "Printer Friendly" button was pressed.
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In this printout, line #20 has been replaced
by line# 21.  The two fields that have been
changed  -- the size and cost -- are shown
in bold.

In the printout on the next page the
obsolete line #20 has been removed.
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This is a sample of the "printer-friendly"
version of the printout.  It is the same
order that is shown on p. 21.


